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At the end of the year is approaching, can be said that heavy shoes will get together, is definitely an important month. Many shoes
purse. The exposure of an earlier network popularity Air Jordan 11 "Wool" in overseas pricing information. The dark gray and black
wool fabric with white jelly bottom to create Air Jordan 11 "Wool" by a large number of shoes many attention from exposure. It is
reported that the overseas price is $220, the domestic price speculation may be 1599 yuan. But there is still no specific time for the
sale, interested you may wish to lock our tracking reports.

Nike Air Huarache this classic shoes by toe are popular, the reason is probably because of its unique smooth shoe body shape, it
may be because the new color it is because it emerge in an endless stream, or cool breathable uppers. Since the introduction of the
concept of Huarache for the first time since 1991, Air Huarache has been popular in Europe for more than twenty years, many people
do not know Kobe, do not know Lebron, do not even know the Air Jordan, but he must know Huarache. 

Air Huarache OG color is different from today's hot all black, all white color, but with a bright pink, yellow, green and other bright
colors, which was greatly sought after at that time. Recently launched by this pair of dark blue and white collocation and Air Huarache,
also gives people a feeling of eyes bright, fresh and bright colors make people with amber good to hear or see, transparent and
white bottom, showing a simple atmosphere of beauty. 
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